For Leaders:

1. **Inspiring Exemplars from Top Schools.** *Leadership in America’s Best Urban Schools* gives principals and administrators a direct look at effective examples from top award-winning urban schools. Learn how to apply these successful practices to your own district. The book will leave you motivated and ready!

2. **Implementing RTI.** How can you get your entire staff working together to implement an intervention system with integrity and fidelity? *Response to Intervention and Continuous School Improvement* has the answers. Bonus: This new edition of a bestseller offers more than 30 downloadable templates on a companion website.

3. **Effective Scheduling.** Don’t try to solve this complex puzzle on your own. Our accessible guide *The Educational Leader’s Guide for School Scheduling* provides practical accessible strategies on the art of scheduling and includes a step-by-step sequence, multiple tables, and example schedules.

4. **Meeting the Needs of ELLs.** *Leading Learning for ELL Students* will help you provide an equitable learning environment for your ELL students. It covers key issues such as home visitation, family-school partnerships, second-language instruction, culturally-responsive teaching, and more.

5. **Social Justice.** Tackle courageous conversations and examine the impact of racism on disciplinary patterns, instructional practices, and school policies. *Becoming A Social Justice Leader* will help you enact systematic changes in your school to promote inclusiveness and engagement.

For Teachers:

1. **Movement in the Classroom.** Think of new ways to get kids out of their seats this year. *Learning on Your Feet* has tons of easy ideas that work across subject areas.

2. **Social Emotional Learning.** How will you address the whole child this fall? *Everyday SEL in Middle School* and *Everyday SEL in Elementary School* show practical ways to incorporate mindfulness into your curriculum, so students can let go of some of their outside stress and be ready to learn.

3. **Genius Hour and PBL.** We can all agree it’s important to help students take ownership of their learning, but how? The Genius Hour Guidebook breaks the process down step-by-step. And for specific lesson plans, check out *DIY Project Based Learning in Math and Science* and in *DIY Project Based Learning in ELA and History*.

4. **Relationships, Relationships, Relationships.** *The High-Trust Classroom* will help you establish your students’ trust from day 1, and *Dealing with Difficult Parents* will help you communicate more proactively with parents.

5. **Assessment.** *Rigor and Assessment in the Classroom* will help you make sure you’re using formative and summative assessments in effective ways to improve student performance. Our math performance tasks series will help you use performance tasks and rubrics to guide achievement.